Forward and backward motion of artificial helical swimmers in cylindrical channels

ALPEREN ACEMOGLU, FATMA ZEYNEP TEMEL, SERHAT YESILYURT, Sabancı University — Motion of micro swimmers in confined geometries such as channels is important due to its relevance in in vivo medical applications such as minimally invasive surgery and drug delivery. Here, swimmers with diameters 0.8 mm and lengths 2 to 3 mm are produced with a 3D printer and cylindrical Nd$_2$Fe$_{14}$B magnets are placed inside the bodies. Rotating external magnetic field is used for the actuation of artificial swimmers. Different body and tail geometries are produced and experiments are conducted with a glycerol filled circular channel. Result demonstrate that decreasing channel diameter directly affects the forward motion of the swimmer due to the increasing drag. It is observed that step-out frequency, which defines maximum frequency at which the swimmer can establish a synchronous rotation with the external magnetic field, depends on the geometry of the swimmer and the channel diameter. There are significant differences between low and high frequency motion and forward and backward swimming. Longer tails enable higher forward velocities in high frequencies than backward ones, whereas forward and backward velocities are approximately the same at low frequencies. Furthermore backward motion is more stable than the forward one; at high frequencies, swimmers travel almost at the center of the channel for backward motion, and follow a helical trajectory near the wall during the forward motion. According to simulation results there is a flow which is induced by the rotation of the swimmer rotation that affects the swimmer’s trajectory.
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